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Program Note

This piece was written for pianist Imogen Baylis in the event of the Guildhall New Music Festival in July 2008. In the writing of this piece, I spent 
many hours improvising on the piano, and I wanted to write the improvisations down on paper, but quite a few difficulties arose in the process of 
doing so: if I played something and stopped to write it down, what I would play after I had written it down would not be the same improvisation, as I  
would have come out of the improvisational mindset to notate it; alternatively, if I recorded my improvisations and tried to transcribe them, firstly it 
would be an incredibly tedious task to do something like that (in terms of notating accurately the fluctuating rhythms, tempi and pitches), and it 
would be an even more tedious task for the performer to try and reproduce what I had written accurately. What's more, the performance of the 
piece wouldn't sound as fluid as an improvisation would sound, because the performer's concentration would go in trying to reproduce accurately 
the score, instead of improvising.

Therefore, I had to come up with an intermediate solution – and that solution was a new kind of quasi-familiar notation that gives as much liberty to 
the performer as it does not. I have borrowed symbols from both the traditional modern western notational system, but also from Klavarskribo, a 
notational  system developed by  Cornelis  Pot  in  the  1930's.  Therefore,  with  this  kind  of  notation  I  wrote  down not  what  I  was  playing  when 
improvising, but what I was thinking about playing when I was improvising; this way the performers can retrace my steps in the performance of this 
piece, by following the same path but shaping it with their own footsteps. In writing this piece down, I worked very closely with the pianist, so what 
follows is just a summary of long discussions between me and the performer in explaining how the score is to be read.

The piece was premiered on the 4th of July at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, performed by Imogen Baylis   (duration: 11 minutes)
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Performance Instructions

٠ the vertical lines are a visual representation of a part of the keyboard, with the two dotted lines in the middle being the C# and D# above middle C
٠ the music moves downwards, and from right to left (in terms of systems – 3 systems per page)
٠ the tempo is very slow, and the pedal is held throughout, unless otherwise indicated (or at the discretion of the performer)
٠ the horizontal position of the notes indicates the approximate position on the keyboard, and the vertical position indicates their approximate 

placement in time
٠ the white noteheads mean that you must depress a white key in that approximate area; the black noteheads indicate you must depress a black 

key; the X noteheads indicate that you may depress any key
٠ numbers next to notes indicate the fingering (1 being the thumb and 5 being the little finger of the right hand; inversely for the left hand)
٠ stems indicate the hand with which you must play the notes (stem to the left = left hand, stem to the right = right hand)
٠ notes beamed with one beam mean that they should be played faster than the notes without beams, and slower than the notes with two beams
٠ a note framed in a box means that it must be played inside the piano, at that approximate register, by plucking the string with the nail (or a piece 

of folded paper, to avoid damaging the strings)
٠ dynamics are notated traditionally
٠ from the middle of the second system of page three, the whole system is framed with a box, and the box is divided in four sections with three thick 

black lines dividing each section: from that point on, the player plays mostly inside the piano, and the four sections correspond to the four divisions 
of the piano register within a grand piano, therefore the X noteheads' horizontal position now indicates the approximate position of the hand 
within that register of the piano's range; in that part of the notation, any white or black noteheads are meant to be played normally on the 
keyboard
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